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Introdu tion

These notes attempt to develop some intuition about Lie groups, Lie algebras,
spin in quantum me hani s, and a network of related ideas. The level is rather
elementary| linear algebra, a little topology, a little physi s. I don't see any
point in opying proofs or formal de nitions that an be had from a shel ul
of standard texts. I fo us on a ouple of on rete examples, at the expense of
pre ision, generality, and elegan e. See the rst paragraph on Lie groups to get
the avor of my \de nitions". I state many fa ts without proof. Veri ation
may involve anything from routine al ulation to a deep theorem. Phrases like
\Fa t:" or \it turns out that" give warning that an assertion is not meant to
be obvious.
A quote from the Russian mathemati ian V. I. Arnol'd:
It is almost impossible for me to read ontemporary mathematiians who, instead of saying \Petya washed his hands," write simply:
\There is a t1 < 0 su h that the image of t1 under the natural mapping t1 7! Petya(t1 ) belongs to the set of dirty hands, and a t2 ,
t1 < t2  0, su h that the image of t2 under the above-mentioned
mapping belongs to the omplement of the set de ned in the preeding senten e."
A taste of things to ome: onsider the spin of an ele tron. One would like to
visualize the ele tron as a little spinning ball. This is not right, yet not totally
wrong. A spinning ball spins about an axis, and the angular velo ity ve tor
points along this axis. You an imagine hanging the axis by rotating the spa e
ontaining the ball. 1 Analogously, the quantum spin state of an ele tron has
an asso iated axis, whi h an be hanged by rotating the ambient spa e.
The lassi al on epts of rotation and angular velo ity are asso iated with
SO(3), the group of rotations in 3-spa e. SO(3) is an example of a Lie group.
1 If you want to be really on rete, imagine a spinning gyros ope tting snugly in a box.
Rotate the box.
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Another Lie group, SU (2), plays a key role in the theory of ele tron spin. Now
SO(3) and SU (2) are not isomorphi , but they are \lo ally isomorphi ", meaning that as long as we onsider only small rotations, we an't dete t any di eren e. However, a rotation of 360Æ orresponds to a element of SU (2) that is not
the identity. Te hni ally, SU (2) is a double over of SO(3).
Asso iated with every Lie group is something alled its Lie algebra. The Lie
algebra is a ve tor spa e, but it has additional stru ture: a binary operation
alled the Lie bra ket. For the rotation group, the elements of the orresponding
Lie algebra an be thought of as angular velo ities. Indeed, angular velo ities
are usually pi tured as ve tors in elementary physi s (right hand rule of thumb).
The Lie bra ket for this example turns out to be the familiar ross-produ t from
ve tor algebra. (Unfortunately, I won't get round to dis ussing the Lie bra ket.)
The Lie algebras of SO(3) and SU (2) are isomorphi . This is the hief te hni al
justi ation for the \ele tron = spinning ball" analogy. The non-isomorphism
of SU (2) and SO(3) has subtle onsequen es. I an't resist mentioning them,
though these notes ontain few further details. Ele trons are fermions, a term in
quantum me hani s whi h implies (among other things) that the Pauli ex lusion
prin iple applies to them. Photons on the other hand are bosons, and do not
obey the ex lusion prin iple. This is intimately related to the di eren e between
the groups SU (2) and SO(3). Ele trons have spin 12 , and photons have spin 1.
In general, parti les with half-odd-integer spin are fermions, and parti les with
integer spin are bosons.
The deeper study of the ele tron involves the Dira equation, whi h arose out
of Dira 's attempt to marry spe ial relativity and quantum me hani s. The
relevant Lie group here is the group of all proper Lorentz transformations.
The basi plan of atta k: show how elements of SU (2)
orrespond to rotations; then apply this to the spin of the ele tron.
I start with the most basi on epts of Lie group and Lie algebra theory. SO(3)
is the ideal illustrative example: readily pi tured, yet ompli ated enough to be
interesting. The main goal is the double overing result. I do not take the most
dire t path to this goal, attempting to make it appear \naturally". On e we do
have it, the urge to explore some of the related topology is irresistible.
Next omes physi s. Usually introdu tory quantum me hani s starts o with
things like wave/parti le duality, the Heisenberg un ertainty prin iple, and so
forth. Te hni ally these are asso iated with the Hilbert spa e of omplex-valued
L2 fun tions on R3 | not the simplest Hilbert spa e to start with. If one ignores
these issues and on entrates solely on spin, the relevant Hilbert spa e is C2 .
(Feynman's Le tures on Physi s, volume III, was the rst textbook to take this
approa h in its rst few hapters.) SU (2) makes its entran e as a symmetry
group on C2 . I on lude with a few hand-waves on some loose ends.

A Rough Road-map.
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Lie Groups

A Lie matrix group is a ontinuous subgroup of the group of all non-singular
n  n matri es over a eld K , where K is either Ror C. \Continuous" really is
a shorthand for saying that the Lie group is a manifold. The rough idea is that
the omponents of a matrix in the group an vary smoothly; thus, on epts like
\di erentiable fun tion f : R ! G" should make sense. I'll just say \Lie group"
for Lie matrix group, though many mathemati ians would groan at this.
Example: O(n) is the group of all orthogonal n  n matri es, i.e. all matri es A
with real omponents su h that At A = 1. This is just the group of all isometries
of Rn whi h leave the origin xed. (Standard al ulation: let x be a olumn
ve tor. Then (Ax)t (Ax) = xt x, i.e., the norm of x equals the norm of Ax.)
Note also that the equations At = A 1 and AAt = 1 follow from At A = 1.
If At A = 1, then we have immediately det(A)2 = 1, i.e., det(A) = 1. SO(n)
is the subgroup of all matri es in O(n) with determinant 1. Fa t: SO(n) is
onne ted, and is in fa t the onne tedness omponent of 1in O(n). I will fo us
initially on SO(2) and SO(3). These are, olloquially, the groups of rotations
in 2-spa e and 3-spa e. O(n) is the group of re e tions and rotations.
Digression: the well-known puzzle, \why do mirrors reverse left and right, but
not up and down?" is resolved mathemati ally by pointing out that a mirror
perpendi ular to the y-axis performs the re e tion:
(x; y; z ) 7! (x; y; z )
i.e., orresponds to the following matrix in O(3):
2
4

1
0
0

0 0
1 0
0 1

3
5

For some psy hologi al reason, people tend to think of this as the omposition of
a 180Æ rotation about the z-axis followed by a re e tion in a plane perpendi ular
to the x-axis: (x; y; z ) 7! ( x; y; z ) 7! (x; y; z ). This makes it seem that the
mirror is treating the x and z axes di erently (left/right vs. updown), though
it really isn't. End of digression.
Example: SO(2), rotations in 2-spa e. Sin e det(A) = 1, it is easy to write
down the omponents of A 1 . Equating these to At , we see that A has the
form:



a
b

b
a

with the onstraint that a2 + b2 = 1. We an set up a one-one orresponden e
between this matrix and the omplex number a + ib on the unit ir le. This is
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a Lie group isomorphism between SO(2) and the unit ir le. We an of ourse
nd an angle  for whi h a = os  and b = sin .
Elements of SO(2) have real omponents, but it is enlightening to onsider
SO(2) as a subgroup of the group of all non-singular omplex 2  2 matri es.
Fa t: any matrix in SO(2) is similar to a matrix of the form


a + ib
0

0





=

a ib

ei
0

e

0



i

Of ourse, the new basis ve tors have omplex omponents.
Example: SO(3), rotations in 3-spa e. Fa t: any element of SO(3) leaves a
line through the origin xed. This seems obvious to anyone who has rolled a
ball, but it is not totally trivial to prove. I will outline two arguments, both
instru tive.
First, an approa h Eu lid might have followed. Fa t: any isometry of 3-spa e
that leaves the origin xed is the omposition of at most three re e tions. For
onsider the initial and nal positions of the x, y, and z axes. One re e tion
moves the x-axis to its nal position, pointing in the orre t dire tion; a se ond
re e tion takes are of the y-axis; a third may be needed to reverse the dire tion
of the z-axis. We see that an orientation-preserving isometry is the omposition
of two re e tions. The interse tion of the planes of these two re e tions gives a
line that is left xed.
Next, a linear algebra approa h. We want to show that A 2 SO(3) leaves a ve tor xed (Av = v ), or in other words that 1 is an eigenvalue. Note rst that the
hara teristi polynomial for A is a ubi with real oeÆ ients. Hen e it has at
least one real root. Furthermore, At A = 1 implies that A A = 1 trivially, sin e
all omponents of A are real. By the spe tral theorem, A an be diagonalized
(working over C) and its eigenvalues are all on the unit ir le. Sin e the hara teristi polynomial has real oeÆ ients, non-real roots appear in onjugate
pairs. It follows that A is similar to a matrix of the form diag(1; 1; 1) or
diag(1; ei ; e i ). Sin e det(A) = 1, and the determinant is the produ t of the
roots, at least one eigenvalue must be 1.
The rst argument an also be ast in linear algebra form. This leads to Householder transformations.
3

Lie Algebras

Let G be a Lie group. Let x(t) be a smooth urve in G passing through the
unit element 1of G, i.e., a smooth mapping from a neighborhood of 0 on the
real line into G with x(0) = 1. T (G), the tangent spa e of G at 1, onsists of
, or just x0 (0) in a less lumsy notation.
all matri es of the form dxdt(t)
t=0
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T (G) is the Lie algebra of G. I will show in a moment that T (G) is a ve tor
spa e over R, and I really should (but I won't) de ne a binary operation [x; y ℄
(the Lie bra ket) on T (G)  T (G).
Proof that T (G) is a ve tor spa e over R: if x(t) is a smooth urve and x(0) = 1,
then set y (t) = x(kt), k 2 R. This is also a smooth urve and y 0 (0) = kx0 (0). So
T (G) is losed under multipli ation by elements of R. (Note this argument fails
for omplex k .) Similarly, di erentiating z (t) = x(t)y (t) (with x(0) = y (0) = 1,
as usual) shows that T (G) is losed under addition.
Histori ally, the Lie algebra arose from onsidering elements of G \in nitesimally lose to the identity". Suppose  2 R is very small, or (pardon the
expression), \in nitesimally small". Then x0 (0) is approximately x()  x(0) , or
(remembering x(0) = 1)
x()  1 + x0 (0)
Histori ally, x() is a so- alled in nitesimal generator of G.
Robinson has shown how this lassi al approa h an be made rigorous, using
non-standard analysis. Even without this, the lassi al notions provide a lot of
insight. For example, let n be an \in nite" integer. Then if t 2 R is an ordinary
real number (not \in nitesimal"), we an let  = t=n and so
x()n 



1+


tx0 (0) n tx (0)
e
n
0

Assume that the left hand side is an ordinary \ nite" element of G. Write v for
x0 (0), an arbitrary element of the Lie algebra T (G). This suggests there should
be a map (t; v ) 7! etv from R  T (G) into G.
In fa t, the following is true: for any Lie group G with Lie algebra T (G), we have
a mapping exp from T (G) into G su h that exp(0) = 1, and exp ((t1 + t2 )v ) =
exp(t1 v ) exp(t2 v ), for any t1 ; t2 2 R and v 2 T (G).

It also turns out that the Lie algebra stru ture determines the Lie group stru ture \lo ally": if the Lie algebras of two Lie groups are isomorphi , then the
Lie groups are lo ally isomorphi . Here, the Lie algebra stru ture in ludes the
bra ket operation, and of ourse one has to de ne lo al isomorphism.
Now for our standard example, SO(n). Notation: the Lie algebra of SO(n) is
so(n). If you di erentiate the ondition At A = 1 and plug in A(0) = 1, you
will on lude that all elements of so(n) are anti-symmetri . Fa t: the onverse
is true.
Example: SO(2), rotations in 2-spa e. All elements of so(2) have the form




0

0

An element of so(2) an be thought of as an angular speed.
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In the earlier dis ussion of SO(2), I set up a one-one orresponden e


a
b

b
a



$ a + ib

between matri es and omplex numbers. (We had the restri tion a2 + b2 = 1,
but we an drop this and still get an isomorphism between matri es of this
form and C.) Then the displayed element of so(2) orresponds to the purely
imaginary number i , and we have a map (t; i ) 7! ei t mapping R  so(2) onto
the unit ir le, whi h in turn is isomorphi to SO(2).
SO(3), rotations in 3-spa e. Elements of so(3) have the form:
2
4

0

b

0

a

b
a

3
5

0

$ (a; b; ) 2 R

3

(We'll see the reason for the pe uliar hoi e of signs and arrangement of a, b,
and shortly.)
Fa t: the ve tor (a; b; ) is the angular velo ity ve tor for the above element of
so(3). What does this mean? Well rst, let v0 2 R3 be some arbitrary ve tor;
if A(t) is a urve in SO(3), and we set v (t) = A(t)v0 , then v (t) is a rotating
ve tor, whose tip tra es out the traje tory of a moving point. The velo ity of
this point at t = 0 is A0 (0)v0 . It turns out that A0 (0)v0 equals the ross-produ t
(a; b; )  v0 , whi h hara terizes the angular velo ity ve tor. The next few
paragraphs demonstrate this equality less tediously than by dire t al ulation.
Let
2

x
^

=4

0 0
0 0
0 1

0
1
0

3
5

2

;

y
^

=4

0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

3
5

2

;

^
z=

4

0
1
0

1 0
0 0
0 0

3
5

so the general element of so(3) an be written ax
^ + by
^+ ^
z. And x
^, y
^, and
simply the elements of so(3) orresponding to unit speed uniform rotations
about the x, y, and z axes, respe tively| as an be seen by onsidering their
e e ts on the standard orthonormal basis.
This veri es the equation A0 (0)v0 = (a; b; )  v0 for the spe ial ases of A0 (0) =
x
^; y
^, and ^
z. The general ase now follows by linearity.

^
zare

The Adjoint Representation. Elements of SO(3) a t on R3 , or equivalently
on orthonormal bases of R3 (frames).2 But SO(3) an also be regarded as a

set of transformations on the ve tor spa e so(3), as we will see in a moment.
Intuitively, the triple (x
^, y
^, ^
z) takes the pla e of the standard frame for R3 .
2 In other words, a element of SO (3) determines a mapping of R3 to R3 . As it happens,
the a tion is faithful, i.e., the mapping determines the element of SO(3).
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General fa t: for any Lie group G, there is a homomorphism (also known as a
representation) of G into the group of non-singular linear transformations on
the ve tor spa e T (G), with kernel Z (G), the enter of G.
Here's how it goes. For any group G, we have the group of inner automorphism
Inn(G) and a homomorphism G ! Inn(G) de ned by g 7! g , where g (h) =
ghg 1. The kernel is Z (G). The automorphism g is furthermore determined
ompletely by its e e ts on any set of generators for G.
Now take G to be a Lie group. Let's onsider the e e t of g on an \in nitesimal"
generator 1 + h, where h 2 T (G).

g(1 + h)g

1

= 1 + ghg

1

Or in terms of derivatives, if x(t) is our prototypi al smooth urve through 1,
then the derivative of gx(t)g 1 at t = 0 is gx0 (0)g 1 . So the ve tor spa e T (G)
is losed under the map h 7! ghg 1 . (Remember that both G and T (G) are
sets of matri es.) Z (G) is learly ontained in the kernel, and in fa t: Z (G) is
the kernel.
For SO(3), this is rather intuitive. Suppose h 2 SO(3) is a rotation about the
axis determined by ve tor v 2 R3 . Then ghg 1 is a rotation about the axis gv :
(ghg 1 )(gv ) = ghv = gv . If we think of h as an in nitesimal rotation, then we
see that the a tion of SO(3) on so(3) given by g looks just like the a tion of
SO(3) on R3 .
Only in three dimensions do things work out so neatly. SO(2) is abelian, and the
adjoint representation for abelian Lie groups is boring| the trivial homomorphism. And the ve tor spa e so(4) has dimension 6, so the adjoint representation
gives an imbedding of SO(4) in the group of non-singular 6  6 matri es.

SU (n). Now for a di erent example. U (n) is the group
of unitary n  n matri es, i.e., omplex matri es satifying A A = 1. An easy
omputation shows that j det(A)j = 1. SU (n) is the subgroup for whi h the
determinant is 1 (unimodular matri es). Unlike the situation with O(n) and
SO(n), the dimensions of U (n) and SU (n) (as manifolds) di er by 1.
The Lie algebras of U (n) and SU (n) are denoted u(n) and su(n), respe tively.
Di erentiating A A = 1 we on lude that u(n) onsists of anti-Hermitian matri es: B  = B . Note that B is anti-Hermitian if and only if iB is Hermitian.
Unitary Matri es:

= tr A0 (0) (where tr = tra e). (Expanding
Fa t: if A(0) = 1, then d detdtA(t)
t=0
by minors does the tri k.) This makes one half of the following fa t obvious: the
Lie algebra for the Lie group of unimodular matri es onsists of all the tra eless
matri es.
For the spe ial ase SU (2), things work out very ni ely. Sin e det(A) = 1, one
an write down the omponents for A 1 easily, and equating them to A , one
7

on ludes that SU (2) onsists of all matri es of the form:


a + id
+ ib
+ ib a id



=a



1 0
0 1

= a1 + bi +



+b



0 i
i 0





0 1
1 0

+



+d



i

0



0

i

j + dk;

a2 + b2 + 2 + d2 = 1
de ning i,j,kas the given 2  2 matri es in SU (2). Exer ise: these four elements
satisfy the multipli ation table of the quaternions, so SU (2) is isomorphi to
the group of quaternions of norm 1. (The somewhat pe uliar arrangement of
a; b; ; d in the displayed element of SU (2) is di tated by onvention.)
Next, an arbitary anti-Hermitian matrix looks like:



i(a + d)
+ ib
+ ib i(a d)











i 0 +b 0 i +
=a
0 i
i 0
= ai1 + bi +





0 1
+d
1 0



i

0



0

i

j + dk

This is tra eless if and only if a = 0. So we have a anoni al 1{1 orresponden e
between su(2) and R3 , and so also with so(3): bi + j + dk $ (b; ; d) $
bx^ + y^ + d^z.
It turns out that this orresponden e is a Lie algebra isomorphism. SU (2) and
SO(3) are lo ally isomorphi , but not isomorphi | as we will see next.
SU (2) a ts on su(2) via the adjoint representation. But we have a 1{1 orresponden e between su(2) and R3 , so we have a representation of SU (2) in the
group of real 3  3 matri es. Let A be an element of SU (2) and v = bi + j + dk be
an element of su(2). Note that det v = b2 + 2 + d2 . Sin e the map v 7! AvA 1
preserves determinants, it preserves norms when onsidered as a ting on R3 .
So the adjoint representation maps SU (2) into O(3). Fa t: it maps SU (2) onto
SO(3).
In identally, you an see dire tly that v 7! AvA 1 preserves anti-Hermiti ity
by writing it v 7! AvA .
The kernel of the adjoint representation for SU (2) is its enter, whi h learly
ontains 1| and in fa t, onsists of just those two elements. So we have a
2{1 mapping SU (2) ! SO(3). Our double over! I'll look at the topology of
this in a moment.
Physi ists prefer to work with the Pauli spin matri es instead of the quaternions.
The Pauli matri es are just the Hermitian ounterparts to i, j, and k:
i = ix , j = iy ,
k = iz
They form a basis (with 1)for the ve tor spa e of Hermitian 2  2 matri es:


a+d b i
b+i a d



=a



1 0
0 1



+b
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0 1
1 0





+

0

i





i +d 1
0
0

0
1



= a1 + bx + y + dz

SU (2) a ts on the spa e of tra eless Hermitian 2  2 matri es in the same way
as on su(2): h 7! ghg 1 .
Pi turing the orresponden es. We have an embarrassment of ri hes: so
many orresponden es that it is easy to get onfused. This paragraph tries to
t things into a oherent framework, to make them easier to remember.
We have two fundamental on epts that are easy to visualize:

Rotations

!

a ts on

ve tors in 3-spa e 
angular velo ities

The rotation group a ts on the spa e of ve tors. For any representation of the
rotation group and any representation of the ve tor spa e, we would like to have
an intuitive grasp of the a tion. (Sin e the a tion preserves distan es, one an
also onsider the a tion of the group just on the set of ve tors of norm 1, i.e.,
on the sphere.)
Possible representations for the rotation group: SO(3), SU (2), quaternions of
norm 1. Possible representations for the ve tor spa e: R3 , so(3), su(2), and the
spa e of tra eless Hermitian matri es. For SO(3) with R3 , the a tion is matrix
multipli ation on the left: v 7! Av . For SO(3) with so(3), or SU (2) with su(2)
or the tra eless Hermitian matri es, the a tion is onjugation: v 7! AvA 1 =
AvA .
The a tions with SO(3) are all faithful. The a tions with SU (2) are all two-toone| A and A determine the same a tion (i.e., rotation).
Let's look at the SU (2) a tions in more detail. The spa e of tra eless Hermitian
matri es onsists of all matri es of the form xx + yy + zz , x; y; z 2 R. This
is in one-one orresponden e with su(2):

xx + yy + zz $ i(xx + yy + zz ) = xi + yj + z k
So if we understand one SU (2) a tion, we understand the other. I'll use Pauli
matri es from now on.
An arbitary element A of SU (2) looks like




ib = a1 + bi + i + di ; a2 + b2 + 2 + d2 = 1
A = a ++idib a + id
x
y
z
and we see that A = a1 bix
iy diz . So the result of a ting with
A on v an be omputed simply by working out the produ t (a1 + bix +
iy + diz )(xx + yy + zz )(a1 bix iy diz ). For this we need the
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multipli ation table of the  's. This is simply:

x2
x y
y z
z x

y2
y x
z y
x y

=
=
=
=

= z2 =
= iz
= ix
= iy

1

The easiest way to he k this is to work out the a tion of the  's on (p; q ) 2 C2 :

x
y
z







p
q



p
q



p
q





=





iq
ip





p
q



=
=

q
p

We have here non- ommuting Hermitian matri es whose produ t is not Hermitian|
in fa t is anti-Hermitian. Now, one has an analogy between matri es and omplex numbers, under whi h \Hermitian" goes with \real", \anti-Hermitian"
goes with \purely imaginary", and \unitary" goes with \on the unit ir le".
The  matri es provide a striking example of the analogy breaking down. Nonommutativity is the ulprit| for of ourse the produ t of ommuting Hermitian
matri es is Hermitian.
Example: what rotation does iz represent? Its a tion on the unit x ve tor, x ,
is just x 7! iz x ( i)z = iy z = x . Similar al ulations show that y goes
to y and z stays put, so we have a 180Æ rotation about the z-axis. Similarly
for ix and iy .
The exponential map provides a mapping from su(2) into SU (2):

ibx + i y + idz 7! exp(ibx + i y + idz )
(Warning: the exponential of a sum is not in general the produ t of the exponentials, be ause of non- ommutativity.) For the rotation group (as we've seen)
this says simply that an angular velo ity determines a rotation| e.g., by the
pres ription \rotate at the given angular velo ity for one time unit". The basis
of \angular velo ities" in su(2) is (iz ; iy ; iz ). Let us onsider rotations about
the z-axis.

e


ibz

=

eib
0

e

0

ib



= os b 1 + i sin b z

(sin e iz a ts separately on ea h oordinate.) Perhaps the learest way to
exhibit the a tion of this rotation on v = xx + yy + zz is to work entirely in
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matrix form:


eib
0

e

0

ib



z

x iy
x + iy
z



e

ib

0

0

eib





=

z
e2ib (x iy)
2ib
e (x + iy)
z

i.e., a rotation about the z-axis of 2b radians. Exer ise: the same sort of thing
holds for iy and iz .
So one an dire tly pi ture the a tion of SU (2) on ve tors in 3-spa e. The
\double angles" 2b, et ., stem from the two multipli ations in the a tion: v 7!
AvA . And the double angles in turn are the reason the map from SU (2) to
SO(3) is two-to-one.
SU (2) a ts on C2 via left multipli ation: v 7! Av, where v is a olumn ve tor.
Can one pi ture v as some kind of geometri obje t in 3-spa e? Yes indeed!
An obje t known as a spin ve tor embodies v geometri ally. But I won't get to
them.
Topology. Fa t: SU (n) is simply onne ted. So SU (2) is the universal overing spa e of SO(3). The overing map is 2{1. It follows from standard results
in topology that the fundamental group of SO(3) is Z2 .
Re all that elements of SU (2) all take the form a1 + bi + j + dk with a2 + b2 +
2
+ d2 = 1. Therefore SU (2) is topologi ally S 3 , the 3-dimensional hypersphere.
(This is enough to show that SU (2) is simply onne ted.) Be ause the kernel is
f1g (verify!), antipodal points are identi ed on mapping into SO(3), so SO(3)
is homeomorphi to real proje tive 3-spa e.
This an be seen another way. A rotation an be spe i ed by a ve tor along
the axis of the rotation, with magnitude giving the angle of the rotation. This
serves to identify elements of SO(3) with points inside or on a ball of radius
. However, antipodal points on the surfa e of the ball represent the same
rotation. The resulting spa e (a three-dimensional ball with antipodal points
on the surfa e identi ed) is well-known to be homeomorphi to real proje tive
3-spa e. (If you think about this argument for a bit, you should see an impli it
use of the exponential mapping from so(3) into SO(3).)
A loop in the topologi al spa e SO(3) an be visualized as a ontinous \traje tory" of rotations: we take a rigid obje t and turn it around in some fashion,
nally restoring it to its original orientation. The following fa t an be dedu ed
from this: if a solid obje t is onne ted by threads to a surrounding room, and
the obje t is turned through 720Æ , then the threads an be untangled without
turning the obje t any more. However, if the obje t is turned through 360Æ,
then the threads annot be untangled. (The two-thread version of this is known
as \Dira 's string tri k".) In this sense, a ontinuous turn through 360Æ is not
the same as no turn at all (but a 720Æ turn is.)
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Quantum Me hani s: Two-state Systems

The framework of quantum me hani s rests on three pillars: the Hilbert spa e
of quantum states; the Hermitian operators, also alled observables; and the
unitary evolution operators. I start by trying to atta h some pi tures to these
abstra tions.
The simplest lassi al system onsists of a single point parti le oasting along
in spa e (perhaps subje t to a for e eld). To \quantize" this, you'll need
the Hilbert spa e of omplex-valued L2 fun tions on R3 , and you'll en ounter
unbounded operators on this spa e. So goes the tale of history: Heisenberg,
S hrodinger, Dira and ompany ut their milk teeth on this problem.
I will take an ahistori al but mathemati ally gentler approa h. The Hilbert
spa e for a two-state quantum system is C2 , and the operators an all be represented as 2  2 omplex matri es. The spin of an ele tron provides a physi al
example. That is, if we simply ignore position and momentum (\mod them
out", so to speak), we have a physi al pi ture that an be modelled by this
(relatively) simple framework. (As noted before, Feynman's Le tures, volume
III, starts o like this.)
Quantum states. Generally, the quantum state of a physi al system is spe i ed by a non-zero ve tor in a Hilbert spa e over the omplex numbers ( all
it H ), with the understanding that x and x spe ify the same quantum state,
where x is in H and is a non-zero omplex number. In other words, the set
of quantum states is (H f0g)= , where  is the equivalen e relation de ned
by x  y if and only if x = y for some 6= 0. Sometimes I will abuse language,
and say \the state ve tor of the system is v 2 H " instead of saying \the state
of the system is spe i ed by v 2 H ."
The state of our spinning ele tron is therefore spe i ed by giving a ratio a : b
of two omplex numbers (sin e H = C2 ), not both zero. Mathemati ally, this
is just the omplex proje tive line. The orresponden e between points on the
omplex proje tive line and points on the Riemann sphere is well-known; I will
make use of it in a moment. 3
Physi ally, we want to pi ture the ele tron as a little ball, spinning about some
axis. It has angular momentum. In more detail, the angular momentum ve tor
3 A qui k review: write (a : b) for the equivalen e lass of (a; b). We will asso iate either a
omplex number w or else
with ea h lass (a : b). If b = 0, then (a : b) = (w : 1), where
w = a=b. All pairs of the form (a; 0) belong to the lass (1 : 0). So we asso iate a=b with
(a : b) if b = 0, and
with (1 : 0). Mapping the omplex plane plus
to the Riemann
sphere via the usual stereographi proje tion ompletes the tri k. Some sample points to bear
in mind: the north pole is (1 : 0); the south pole is (0 : 1); points on the equator have the
form (ei : 1). (For the purist, the spe ial treatment of
rankles. It is not singled out on
either the omplex proje tive line or on the Riemann sphere. Later I will show how to set up
the orresponden e without this blemish.)
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is a ve tor pointing along the axis of rotation, with length proportional to the
speed of rotation. This de nes the ve tor up to sign. The sign ambiguity is
resolved, onventionally, by the right hand rule of thumb: if you url the ngers
of your right hand in the dire tion of rotation, the thumb points in the dire tion
of the angular momentum ve tor.
Classi ally, the ele tron ould be spinning at any speed, so its angular momentum ould have any magnitude. In quantum me hani s, the angular momentum
is quantized: its magnitude (measured along the axis of rotation) must be h =2
for any spin 12 parti le. (Note: h = h=2 , where h of ourse is Plan k's onstant.)
The quantization of angular momentum, although inexpli able lassi ally, is
easy enough to pi ture: we just stipulate that our spinning ball must be spinning
at a parti ular rate. So we should be able to spe ify the spin state of the ele tron
just by giving a dire tion in 3-spa e, or equivalently, by pi king a point on the
sphere S 2 . But I just noted that the set of states is \isomorphi " to the Riemann
sphere. So everything ts.
So mu h for quantum states. Next I look at measurement. Generally, a measurement of something in quantum me hani s (spin,
energy, momentum . . . ) is asso iated with a Hermitian operator, say A, on the
Hilbert spa e of states. In nite dimensional ases, possible results of the measurement must be eigenvalues of A. If v is an eigenve tor of A with eigenvalue
, then measuring a system with state ve tor v will always give you the result
.
What happens if the state ve tor of the system is not an eigenve tor? Here we
skate perilously lose to philosophy! To make things simple4 , suppose (v1 ; :::; vn )
is an orthonormal basis for H onsisting of eigenve tors for A, say Avi = i vi .
Suppose the system has state ve tor w = a1 v1 + : : : + an vn , and assume w is
normalized (i.e., jwj = 1). The so- alled \ ollapse" interpretation of quantum
me hani s says: (i) The measurement pro ess for es the system to jump randomly to a state with state ve tor v1 , or v2 , or . . . or vn . (ii) The probability
that the system jumps to a state with state ve tor vi is jai j2 = jhw; vi ij2 . (iii) If
the system ends up with state ve tor vi , then the measurment yields result i .
(Note that you'll get real-valued measurement results be ause A is Hermitian.)
Nearly everyone agrees that the ollapse interpretation will orre tly predi t the
results of experiments. Whether it is what's \really going on" is the subje t of
endless debates. What we have here are rules for al ulating probabilities. At
least four di erent philosophies have been draped around the rules.
How does measurement look for the ele tron? Say we want to measure the
Hermitian observables.

4 In the in nite dimensional ase, you have to use the spe tral de omposition of A instead
of an orthonormal basis of eigenve tors; another reason why spin is simpler than position.
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omponent of spin along the z-axis. Sin e the ele tron is harged, it a ts like a
little magnet, with north and south poles along the axis of rotation. (Cir ulating
harge auses a magneti eld. Think of an ele tromagnet| a oil of wire with
an ele tri urrent owing around in it.) A physi ist would say that the ele tron
has a magneti moment.
We an use the magneti moment to measure the spin. Stern and Gerla h got a
Nobel prize for doing just that. They sent a beam of ele tri ally neutral silver
atoms through a magneti eld. It turns out that the magneti moments of
the ele trons in a silver atom an el out in pairs ex ept for one ele tron, so we
an pretend (so far as the spin is on erned) that we're looking at a beam of
ele trons passing through a magneti eld.
The magneti eld was designed to produ e a for e on the ele trons. An ele tron
with spin pointing up would look like an

N
S

magnet, and would experien e
S

an upward for e; an ele tron with spin pointing down would look like an N
magnet, and would experien e a downward for e. Classi ally, you would expe t
an ele tron with spin at angle to the verti al to experien e an upward for e
proportional to os .5 So the ele tron beam should be spread out into a verti al
smear, a ording to lassi al me hani s.
In fa t, the beam splits into two beams, one up, one down. In other words, if we
measure the omponent of the spin along the verti al axis, we always nd that
the spin is entirely up or entirely down. This is the most basi sense in whi h
the \spinning ball" analogy is wrong. The same two-valued behavior holds for
any measurement axis.
Classi ally this is inexpli able. How an the ele tron have spin up and spin
sideways at the same time? Answer: it doesn't. After you've measured the
spin along the z-axis, the ele tron has verti al spin (say spin up). If you take
your verti ally spinning ele tron and measure its spin along the x-axis, you have
a 50{50 han e at getting spin left or spin right. If you now repeat the spin
measurement along the z-axis, you have a 50{50 han e of getting spin up or
spin down. The x-axis measurement has destroyed the information obtained
from the z-axis measurement.
Let A be the Hermitian operator orresponding to \measure the spin along the
z-axis". The eigenvalues (i.e., possible results) will be 1 and 1, if we hoose
our units right.
Pi k abasis of two eigenve tors; then the matrix for A in this

1 0
basis is just
, i.e., the Pauli matrix z . (Common notation for the
0
1
eigenve tors is jupi and jdowni, although jdeadi and jalivei are popular for that
other famous two-state system, S hrodinger's Cat.)
5 Why wouldn't the ele tron simply snap into alignment with the magneti
eld? Answer:
the spinning ele tron would a t like a gyros ope, and pre ess in response to the torque exerted
by the eld. Thus it would maintain its angle of in lination to the eld.
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If z is here, an x and y be far behind? In fa t, these are the matri es for
measuring the x- omponent (respe tively y- omponent) of spin, provided we
ontinue to use the same basis jupi and jdowni.
It turns out that (1 : 0) represents spin up along the z-axis, (1 : 1) represents
spin along the x-axis, and (i : 1) represents spin along the y-axis. In a di erent
notation, jupi + jdowni and ijupi + jdowni are the state ve tors for these two
spin dire tions. The x-axis and y-axis state ve tors are not eigenve tors of z .
The rules for al ulating probabilities ( lothed in any philosophy you like) yield
the 50{50 han es mentioned earlier.
As an exer ise, you may like to hew on these remarks: if two measurements
an be done simultaneously, then the asso iated Hermitian operators must have
the same set of eigenve tors, and so the operators must ommute. But the 
matri es don't ommute. This a ounts mathemati ally for the non-intuitive (or
at least non- lassi al) results of the Stern-Gerla h experiment. The Heisenberg
un ertainty prin iple stems from the same sort of onsiderations.
Now a general omment. Any linear operator on a Hilbert spa e H indu es
a mapping on the spa e of states, sin e if x and x are two state ve tors for
the same state, then Ax and A x = Ax will represent the same state. Can I
dispense with the Hilbert spa e entirely and just work with the spa e of states
and the indu ed mappings? The answer is yes, but it would be in onvenient.
If A is an observable with eigenve tor v , say Av = v , then the eigenvalue 
has physi al signi an e. But when we look at the a tion of A on the spa e of
states, all we noti e (at rst) is that A leaves the state orresponding to v xed.
Nonetheless, the results of measurement are en oded in the a tion of A on the
spa e of states. A and A, 6= 0, indu e the same mapping on the states, and
the onverse holds for the ases of interest to us (if A and B indu e the same
state mapping, then A = B for some s alar 6= 0). This s alar will be real
for Hermitian A and B . If 6= 1, then A and B really represent the same
measurement, but expressed in di erent units (e.g., foot-pounds vs. ergs.)
Example: suppose Av = v and Aw = w, and Bv = 0 v , Bw = w, with
 6= 0 . A and B do the same thing to the quantum states determined by v
and w| namely, the states are left xed. However, A and B send the state
determined by v + w to di erent states.
Suppose I hange the state of a quantum
system \smoothly". For example, I ould move the system through spa e, or
I ould \move it through time" (i.e., just wait| hen e the term, \evolution
operator"), or I ould (surprise!) rotate it.
It happens quite generally in quantum me hani s that all su h state hanges are
indu ed by unitary operators. Proving this learly would require some physi al
assumptions, and I won't go into this at all. For our spinning ele tron, it turns
Unitary evolution operators.
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out you an even assume a little more: the hange of state aused by rotating
the ele tron is indu ed by an operator in SU (2). The operator in question is
alled a rotation operator.
How should we visualize the a tion of a rotation operator R on a state ve tor
v? We saw how to pi ture R as a rotation in 3-spa e by looking at its e e ts on
tra eless Hermitian matri es: A 7! RAR , where A = xx + yy + zz . How an
we hook up the a tion of R on state ve tors with the a tion of R on tra eless
Hermitian matri es? It seems we need a orresponden e between states (say
(a : b)) and matri es of the form xx + yy + zz . We won't get quite this, but
we'll get something just as good.
The tri k is to set up a orresponden e between states and yet another kind
of matrix: a proje tion matrix. You probably noti ed that the matrix z does
a pretty good job spe ifying the state \spin up along the z-axis". As it turns
out, z is not a proje tion matrix, but it orresponds in a natural fashion to
1
1 + 12 z ), whi h is.
2
Here's how it goes for an arbitrary state ve tor v = ajupi + bjdowni. Suppose v
is normalized, so jaj2 + jbj2 = 1. The proje tion matrix for v is given by taking
the produ t of the olumn ve tor v with the row ve tor v  :

aa ab
a b bb
(Standard physi ists' notation is jv i for v and hv j for v  . The produ t is jv ihv j.
The norm is hv jv i. Mathemati ians prefer to talk about a ve tor spa e and its

vv =





a [a ; b℄ =
b



dual instead of olumn ve tors and row ve tors, but these notes prefer on reteness to elegan e.)
Now, vv  is a Hermitian matrix with determinant 0 ( he k!). It must therefore
take the form:


t + z x iy
x + iy t z



= t1 + xx + yy + zz ;

t2

x2

y2 z 2 = 0

(If the appearen e of t2 x2 y 2 z 2 makes you think \Spe ial Relativity!",
you're on the right tra k, but I won't get into that.) However, the tra e is not 0,
but aa + bb = 2t. Sin e I took v to be normalized (jaj2 + jbj2 = 1), it follows
that t = 12 .
So we have a mapping from state ve tors to Hermitian matri es of the form
1
1 + xx + yy + zz with x2 + y 2 + z 2 = 14 . And the latter are in an obvious
2
one-one orresponden e with points on a sphere of radius one-half.
The mapping v 7! vv  (restri ted to normalized ve tors) a tually establishes
a one-one orresponden e between states and our spe ial lass of Hermitian
matri es. For let be a omplex number of norm 1; then ( v )( v ) = vv  .
16

Why do I all vv  a proje tion matrix? Answer: by analogy with proje tions in
ordinary real ve tor spa es, say R3 . If v is a ve tor of norm 1, and w is an arbitrary ve tor, then the proje tion of w \along the ve tor v " (i.e., in the subspa e
spanned by v ) is (v  w)v . Analogous to this, we de ne projv (w) = hv; wiv ,
using the notation hv; wi for the inner produ t. In the \row ve tor, olumn
ve tor" notation, this is (v  w)v = v (v  w) = vv  w. In physi ists' notation, this
is jv ihv jwi.
We have a quired a new way of pi turing the a tion of SU (2) on 3-spa e. The
formula v 7! Avv  A aptures it su in tly. The mapping v 7! vv  sets up a
one-one orresponden e between the states (a : b) (i.e., the omplex proje tive
line) and points on a sphere in 3-spa e. In fa t this is just the Riemann sphere
mapping!
So the quantum states for the spin of an ele tron an be pi tured as points
on a sphere. Elements of SU (2) orrespond to the hange in state indu ed by
rotating the ele tron, and this a tion of SU (2) an be pi tured as a rotation of
the sphere. The naive pi tures mat h up with the SU (2) formalism awlessly.
The element 1 of SU (2) indu es the identity mapping on the spa e of states,
sin e v and v represent the same quantum state.
A simple omputation illustrates how everything meshes. The rotation operator
for a lo kwise 90Æ rotation about the y-axis is p12 (1 + iy ). Indeed, if you work
out (1 + iy )x (1 iy ), you get 2z , and likewise (1 + iy )z (1 iy ) = 2x .
The x-axis maps to the z-axis, and the z-axis maps to minus the x-axis.
The example of ele tron spin illustrates two features of quantum me hani s very
learly.




hara ter: The quantum state does not uniquely determine the result of experiment. Hen e Einstein's famous omplaint, \I shall
never believe that God plays di e with the universe." (Perhaps he plays
ards with the physi ists?)
Probabalisti

Corresponden e with

lassi al physi s:

from quantum me hani s by taking averages.

Classi al physi s emerges

Some more te hni al features, also embodied in this example, and typi al of
quantum me hani s:




The neat orresponden e with the lassial spinning ball pi ture wouldn't work if we did everything over R.

Need for omplex numbers:

Non- ommuting observables: You annot simultaneously measure the
x and z omponents of spin (for example), be ause x and z do not
ommute.
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The rotation symmetry group
gives rise indire tly to the  matri es, and ultimately to the notion of
angular momentum. The mathemati al basis is the Lie groupLie algebra
orresponden e.

Symmetry groups and observables:

Had I started with the rst histori al example, the single spinless parti le oasting in spa e, I would be illustrating the same morals with di erent a tors:

5



Need for omplex numbers: The appropriate Hilbert spa e is the spa e
of omplex-valued L2 fun tions on 3-spa e.



Non- ommuting observables: The momentum and position operators
do not ommute, and you annot simultaneously measure position and
momentum.



Symmetry groups and observables: The group of translations in 3spa e gives rise to Lie group a ting on the L2 Hilbert spa e; the momentum
operator emerges from the orresponding Lie algebra.

Loose Ends

There are so many loose ends that it seems pointless to try to tie them all up. I
will nish o with a few observations, meant more to tantalize than enlighten.
The Lie bra ket. Can one re onstru t the Lie group from the Lie algebra?
In general, the multipli ation table of a group is determined if you know the
multipli ation table for its generators; why not try this with the \in nitesimal" generators? If you try this approa h, you will nd you need to know the
ommutators of in nitesimal elements, like x()y ()x() 1 y () 1 .
My \de nition" of the Lie algebra involved approximating in nitesimal generators by Taylor expansions out to the rst order. In other words, I used only
rst order derivatives. But to the rst order, the ommutators are zero!
Say we approximate an \in nitesimal" element of the Lie group out to the
se ond order:
2
x()  1 + x0 (0) + x00 (0)
2
If you work out the ommutator, you will nd expressions of the form vw wv
appearing, where v and w belong to the Lie algebra. And one an verify that
vw wv belongs in fa t to the Lie algebra, as I've de ned it, although vw and
wv in general don't.
Remarkably, knowledge of these se ond order terms ompletely spe i es the
stru ture of the Lie group near the identity. That is, if the Lie algebras are
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isomorphi , then the Lie groups are lo ally isomorphi . Third and higher-order
terms are not needed.
equation. The ru ial Lie
group for spe ial relativity is the Poin are group: all transformations of Minkowski
4-spa e (spa etime) that preserve the Minkowski pseudo-metri . The Lorentz
group is the subgroup that leaves the origin xed, and the proper Lorentz group
is the subgroup of orientation preserving Lorentz transformations. The proper
Lorentz group in turn ontains the rotation group of 3-spa e, SO(3).
Just as SU (2) is the double over of SO(3), so SL(2) is the double over of the
proper Lorentz group, where SL(2) is the group of unimodular 2  2 omplex
matri es.
Say A is in SL(2) and v is in C2 . It turns out to be important to pry the
mapping vv  7! Avv  A apart into v 7! Av and v  7! v  A . The ve tor v
an be pi tured as a geometri obje t onsisting of a ve tor in spa e (rooted at
the orgin) with an atta hed \ ag", i.e., a half-plane whose \edge" ontains the
ve tor. Moreover, if the ag is rotated through 360Æ , v turns into v ! (Re all
the earlier remarks on untangling threads.) Su h an obje t is alled a spin
ve tor. And just as one an reate tensors out of the raw material of ve tors,
so one reates spinors out of spin ve tors.
Dira invented spinors in the ourse of inventing (or dis overing) the Dira
equation, the orre t relativisti wave equation for the ele tron. As it happens,
the  matri es are not enough to arry the load; Dira had to go up to 4  4
matri es ( alled the Dira matri es). The  matri es are imbedded in the Dira
matri es.
I won't repeat the story of how Dira dis overed antiparti les. Nor the story of
how he redis overed knitting and purling (see Gamow's Thirty Years that Shook
Physi s.)
Spe ial relativity, spinors, and the Dira

Spin and Statisti s. The spin-statisti s theorem of quantum eld theory says
that parti les with half-odd-integer spin (like the ele tron) must be fermions,
while parti les with integer spin (like the photon) must be bosons. Fermions
obey Fermi-Dira statisti s, and hen e obey the Pauli ex lusion prin iple. Bosons
obey Bose-Einstein statisti s.
The di eren e in statisti s stems from the properties of the ex hange operator.
This is a unitary operator, say Pex , whi h represents the e e t of ex hanging
two identi al fermions, or two identi al bosons. For the fermion ase, one has
at a riti al point in the al ulations

Pex v = v
19

and for the boson ase,

Pex v = v

The minus sign for fermions ultimately derives from the double overing of

SO(3) via SU (2). Spinors also get into the a t. Sin e I don't fully understand

the story myself, this seems like a good pla e to stop.
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